C tool writers are forced to deal with a number of Fortran and C interoperability issues when intercepting MPI routines and completing them with PMPI. The C based tool has to intercept the Fortran MPI routines and marshal arguments between C and Fortran, which is not always easily done from C. Further, there is a subset of MPI routines that need to call PMPI from the original language they were called from, forcing the C tool to go back to a Fortran layer. Combined, these issues make writing tools that apply to C and Fortran applications both error-prone and time consuming. In this paper, we present WMPI, a wrapper generator that solves these issues by generating multiple lightweight wrappers to handle the marshalling, correct language specific reentry and other incompatibilities.
INTRODUCTION
While the MPI Profiling Interface (PMPI), part of the MPI Standard since its inception, made rich tool support for MPI possible, it still posses significant challenges for MPI tool developers. In particular, in order to support both C and Fortran applications, tools -typically written in C or C++ -must intercept Fortran routines and manage all technical difficulties stemming from C/Fortran interoperability, which can be quite painful.
Tools are responsible for correctly marshalling and interpreting all arguments when intercepting MPI routines. They also then have to complete the corresponding PMPI call. This is problematic for a number of MPI routines that have to be completed in Fortran. This paper describes WMPI, Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org. a portable wrapper generating solution that deals with intercepting and completing the Fortran MPI call. The paper summarizes the interoperability issues that are outlined within the MPI Standard and offers solutions to these incompatibilities. WMPI allows tool writers to simply edit a single wrapper layer to implement the tool, while never having to worry about the underlying problems and hassles of language interoperability.
THE WMPI APPROACH
WMPI targets the use of PMPI and allows tools to transparently intercept MPI calls in any language and add tool functionality before calling a corresponding MPI routine in a name shifted interface starting with the PMPI prefix. For example, a tool could intercept: a call to MPI_Send; start a timer; invoke the actual MPI functionality by calling the corresponding PMPI function to PMPI_Send; stop the timer on return; then return from the MPI call. This feature has been very useful and is widely used in many MPI tools.
While intercepting calls to the C binding of MPI with a tool written in C is straightforward, replicating it across all MPI calls is cumbersome by hand and requires some form of automation 1 . Additionaly, intercepting application calls to the MPI Fortran bindings is complicated and requires tools, written in C, to overcome many language interoperability issues. In fact, most tools, while offering some form of C to Fortran conversion fall short of a complete and correct solution and hence will fail in complex, real-world applications.
The WMPI wrapper generator presented in this work offers a simple solution to these interoperability issues and removes the burden from the tool developer of dealing with correct C/Fortran interoperability. Any tool functionality can be entirely written in C or C++ with WMPI creating the necessary infrastructure to correctly work with C and Fortran applications. Figure 1 shows the structure of the generated wrappers. The call chain for C calls is straightforward and only requires replication across all MPI functions. However, the call chain from Fortran is more complicated and consists of a number of layers to handle the transition from Fortran to the layer implementing the actual tool functionality (c4). The first wrapper layer (f2), implemented in Fortran, intercepts the user's MPI calls (f1) and, using the types provided by the ISO_C_BINDING intrinsic module, marshals all non-MPI variables to the corresponding C type. The following is code to The call chain now enters the C wrapper c3, whose code is shown below. It is used to marshal MPI handle type arguments from Fortran to C by calling the matching MPI f2c routines. This is done using the MPI libraries f2c routines.
int WMPI_Routine_f(int value, MPI_Fint *f_comm, int lang_info){ MPI_Comm c_comm; c_comm = MPI_Comm_f2c(*f_comm); err = wmpi_routine(value, c_comm, lang_info); *f_comm = MPI_Comm_c2f(bc_comm); return err; } It should be noted that the f2c and c2f functions are meant to be called from C. These functions are explicit C wrappers without direct access to the C handles from Fortran [2] .
After all arguments are transformed WMPI calls the actual tool layer (c4), at which point the calling structure merges with calls initiated through the C bindings. This layer is very simple, only making a function call to the next WPMPI layer. This is also where the tools implementors will be able to insert calls to their tools as they wish.
The next layer (c5) is a C layer whose primary task is to decide whether to call PMPI from C or from Fortran, marshalling the arguments if necessary. This decision is based on the lang_info argument that is passed along with the other routine arguments. If the routine call came from C the PMPI call is completed from C; if not it needs to be completed in Fortran. The arguments need to be marshalled and the appropriate c2f functions are called. Note, it is not necessary to complete all MPI routines that originate from Fortran in Fortran, but our current WMPI prototype does.
PMPI is now called from the final Fortran wrapper f3 or C wrapper c6. After the PMPI call has completed the program starts moving back through the wrappers, doing the appropriate argument marshalling as it transitions back to the original program that called MPI.
Wrapper Generation
The WMPI tool itself is a Python script that generates all the wrappers (c2-5,f2,f3). The script's only input is an abstract syntax tree (AST) of the file mpi-f08-interfaces.F90, which describes all of the MPI routines. While mpi-f08-interfaces.F90 is specific to Open MPI, every implementation is required to have a similar file as part of its MPI F08 interface. The AST is made using the compiler/static analysis framework offered through the Open Fortran Project (OFP) [1] . The AST has information on every routine implemented by MPI, such as the routine's name along with each argument's type and intent. The tool parses and transforms the AST into a new AST that is structured for unparsing. WMPI then unparses and generates all the layers.
The file mpi-f08-interfaces.F90 provides information about whether each MPI function argument is an input or an output variable. This is important because it allows correct generation of the marshalling code. For example a MPI type variable with INTENT(OUT) only needs to be assigned after PMPI is called, INTENT(IN) before PMPI is called, and INTENT(INOUT) both before and after. Arguments without an intent declaration could be constants, like MPI_STATUS_IGNORE, but are largely treated like IN-TENT(INOUT) arguments. The argument will be passed before and after PMPI is called, though at f2 the value will only be updated if it is not a constant.
When future versions of the MPI Standard are implemented OFP will only need to be rerun once to obtain a new AST. It is then straightforward for WMPI to generate all the wrappers that will be compatible with the new the MPI implementation.
INCOMPATIBILITIES
The following subsections present the problems and inconveniences of dealing with Fortran and C interoperability. After presenting an issue, a step-by-step description of the solution will be laid out.
Logical Type
Any Fortran MPI routine with a logical argument, such as MPI_Initialized and MPI_Iprobe, is not directly compatible with C. The Fortran standard does not require compilers have a single representation for logical values. With logical values varying between compiler implementations, the tool layer has no good way to consistently interpret logical values [2] . Solution: Any logical type variable will be handled in the Fortran layer. The first Fortran layer checks if a logical value is .TRUE. or .FALSE. and will assign a value of 1 or 0 to a type C_INT variable. That C_INT variable is then passed to C in place of the locigal one.
Error Return Types
Nearly every MPI routine returns an error code. C and Fortran handle the error return in different ways. This makes dealing with interoperability a bit difficult for the tool implementor. The C routines are functions that return an integer error value, whereas Fortran routines are subroutines that return an the error value via an optional error argument. This difference means there is no one unifying way to intercept and handle the routines for calls originating in C and Fortran. Solution: As discussed in the Section 2, the error argument is turned into an INOUT variable for the wrappers. Before PMPI is called lang_info indicates whether the MPI call originated from Fortran or from C, and what Fortran support method the call is, e.g. _f08, _f08ts, or _fts. This will be discussed further in Section 3.4. After the PMPI function call, the final Fortran layer f3 assigns the result of the error variable to lang_info and returns it. If the call originated from C the c6 layer will return the error value. The error argument is optional in the Fortran mpi_f08 module so only if it exists will the f2 layer update the error argument and return it to the user.
Fortran Only Routines
There are a few MPI routines, such as MPI_Sizeof and MPI_F_sync_reg, that are only available in Fortran. The C based tool is unable to complete these from C because they do not exist.
Solution: While these Fortran only functions cannot be called from C, the tool layer may be interested in doing profiling, such as starting timers, etc. The routines will enter the C tool layer (c4) before continuing on to the Fortran layer (f3) where the PMPI call will be completed.
Procedures and Callbacks
In order to support applications using any of the existing and standardized MPI bindings (C, F77, F90, F08), tools need to intercept multiple MPI routines. In particular, each MPI routine will result in a linker name with one of the following procedure names ("",'_fts','_f08','_f08ts') [2] . A procedure name with a fts or ts indicates that the routine has one or more choice buffer dummy arguments and these choice buffers are declared as TYPE(*), DIMENSION(..). A procedure name with an f08 indicates that the MPI handles are Fortran defined types which contain a single integer value. Procedure names without f08 imply the MPI handles are just integer values.
The MPI Standard states that callback procedure interfaces and callbacks are not interoperable with C [2] . Not only can they not be called from C but they must have the same procedure postfix as the original call. This is problematic from the tool implementor's prospective because they must intercept all four possible procedure names. Solution: WMPI creates wrappers to intercept all the different procedurals. It can easily generate the postfix values ("",_fts,_f08,_f08ts ). This will require the first Fortran wrapper layer f2 to handle the different postfixes but only one version of the C layers and PMPI Fortran layer (c3,c4,c5,c6,f3) is required. The lang_info argument will indicate what procedure name the original routine had. Zero will indicate that the routine was called from C and one through four will indicate which ("",_fts,_f08,_f08ts) procedure the routine originally had. The last Fortran layer will then be able to call PMPI with the correct procedure. This is also the solution to making callbacks work properly. Thus every routine with a callback or a handle will use the lang_info to call PMPI with the correct procedure.
Attributes
The MPI Standard requires that any attribute caching routines, e.g. MPI_{COMM|WIN|TYPE}_{SET|GET}_ATTR, need to be completed using the same language binding in which it was declared in [2] . Solution: The attributes will be handled the same way as the procedures and callbacks. lang_info will be utilized to make sure that all the attribute caching routines are called using the correct ("",_fts,_f08,_f08ts) procedure.
Descriptors and Arrays
Message buffers are treated differently in C and Fortran. MPI calls originating in C will always expect that the choice buffers are sent as pointers to contiguous memory. Choice buffers for Fortran though can be strided subarrays. This works because a Fortran array descriptor describes the attributes of the array so that MPI can handle the noncontiguous memory correctly. If a strided choice buffer is sent to the C layer without a descriptor then the tools implementor would be unable to access the array. Solution: Until compilers catch up to the standard described in Fortran TS 29113 and all Fortran compilers handle descriptors that same way, our layer will create a custom one to pass this information between language layers. When the MPI routines are first intercepted in f2, WMPI creates its own descriptors to mimic the Fortran descriptor. The pseudo-descriptor will get passed along to the C layers and may be accessed by the tools implementor if they wish. This has the benefit of giving them the additional information that Fortran has.
Marshalling of MPI Handles
Correct and complete marshalling of MPI arguments between Fortran to C types requires considerable effort. While all MPI handles except for MPI_Status are integer values, they are not guaranteed to be the same value in C and Fortran. For MPI_Status the data structure is also different between Fortran and C. Even within Fortran, the data structure is different between the mpi_f08 module and the mpi module.
Solution: There are f2c and c2f functions to convert between C and Fortran MPI handles. For MPI_Status there are also function to convert to and from mpi_f08 MPI_Status's and mpi MPI_Status's. These wrappers are called from within WMPI's wrappers and allow the tool implementor to not worry about the details of marshalling the handles. The marshalling is done by the C layer (c3) before being passed along to the tool layer (c4). If the MPI routine call originated from Fortran, f2c will be used in c5 before entering the Fortran layer at f3 to call PMPI. If the argument being passed is an array of an MPI_Type, the array will need to be iterated through, calling f2c on each element. The tool implementor should be aware that the global variables MPI_F_STATUS_IGNORE and MPI_F_STATUSES_IGNORE can be used to check whether the MPI_Status argument is equivalent to the C constants MPI_STATUS_IGNORE and MPI_STATUSES_IGNORE.
Constants
Most MPI constants have the same value in Fortran and C and do not affect interoperability. However, there is a subset of MPI constants that have different values depending on which language they were declared in. This requires PMPI to be called in the same language the MPI call originated from. For example, C constants that pertain to the maximum length of a string will be larger by one [2] , since in C the string will include the null terminating character.
Further, values that are special values for reference arguments, e.g., MPI_BOTTOM and MPI_STATUS_IGNORE, will be different [2] . Solution: WMPI avoids these issues since it calls each matching PMPI routine in the language from which it originated. Consequently, values such as MPI_BOTTOM will remain valid. At this point WMPI does not marshal constant address variables to the comparable meanings in C. While this means the tool implementor will not be able to interpret them correctly, the PMPI call will be able to complete properly.
Character Strings
In Fortran, strings are declared as a character type with a defined length. If the length of a string is smaller than the declared length of the array, the additional elements are filled with blank characters. C indicates an end of a string by having a null-terminator. Fortran does not need a null-terminator because the compiler knows the length of the string. In order to be compatible with C, when passing strings from a Fortran layer to a C one, a copy of the original string is made and a null terminating character is added to the end of the copy before it is passed. This allows a C tools implementation to properly print the string without having to do extra work. The extra string copy is deallocated on return to the user's program. This works because all the MPI routines that have character strings are either INTENT(IN) or INTENT(OUT). There is also no change that would occur to the C version of the string that would need to be made in the Fortran version as well.
RELATED WORK AND TOOLS
Most MPI or MPI-enabled tools, such as mpiP [5] and Score-P [4] , provide their own support for generating PMPI tool wrappers, often in an ad-hoc way and without full coverage, especially concerning the Fortran bindings. Wrap.py [3] was a tool-specific first attempt to unify around a common wrapper generator. Similar to WMPI, it allows users to easily insert their code. While Wrap.py offers Fortran support, it has the same shortcomings as most tool specific solutions and does not cover the C/Fortran interoperability issues discussed in this paper. In fact, we are not aware of any tool that currently has complete and correct Fortran support, which motivated the work on WMPI.
Closest to our work is the implementation of the Fortran 2008 bindings in MPICH published by Zhang et al. [6] . MPICH's back end is written in C and consequently they also had to solve similar Fortran/C interoperability issues to getting a working version of MPI. However, their solution only provides a mechanism inside the MPI implementation -tools still have to be written in both C and Fortran in order to provide full coverage. With WMPI on the other hand, tools can be written entirely in C once, covering all MPI applications independent of the bindings they use. Further, WMPI is portable across any MPI implementation.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
WMPI is currently working as a prototype, but needs to be extended to cover all MPI corner cases. Once this is complete, we will perform a series of performance tests to understand and optimize the different transformation layers. Based on early results, though, we expect the overheads involved to be minimal. In summary, WMPI provides a valuable component to tool developers of MPI and enables them to support Fortran applications without having to think about the intricate language interoperability issues between C and Fortran.
